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A brief primer on proper video projection, plus quick 
glances at the Wraith Veil Projection Surface from Elite 

Screens and the Vivitek D3355 Conference Projector

By Marc Andrews

For the last 10 years, my company has been doing video parties and 
providing projection for wedding montages, corporate presenta-
tions, as well as using video for our game show systems. During that 
time we have realized that you need to be flexible in everything you 

do with video, as most facilities aren’t necessarily prepared to have video 
as an integral part of the event. Doing video the right way means being 
able to adjust to a variety of lighting conditions. The big questions involve 
the amount of light in the room and the amount of space used for project-
ing onto the screen surface:

HOW BRIGHT IS THE PROJECTOR?
You need to be prepared for any amount of light in the room (or whatever 
the time of day, for outside events). We have five 2,500 to 3,000 lumen 
projectors, which are great for video dance parties and when a room is 
not totally lit up with florescents. The typical portable LCD projectors that 
most hotel facilities or businesses have are down in this range or lower. For 
wedding receptions where family or friends have produced a slide show 
of memories of the couple these will also work well. But when you get into 
major corporate events or other large scale gigs, you need to be ready with 
the big guns. Last year we invested in a commercial conference projector 
that has an output of 5,000 lumens. This is what you’ll need, minimally, if 
you are going to do a super-sized screen (more than 10 feet across) or if 
there is going to be much light in the rest of the room.  

HOW LARGE IS THE SCREEN?
While a normal pop-up tripod-type screen is fine for about 20 people, 
if you’re being paid to bring projection to a wedding reception, you’ll 
need to invest in a larger “fast-fold” or  “quick stand” screen, available from 
manufacturers like The Screen Works (www.thescreenworks.com) and Elite 
Screens (www.elitescreens.com), which specifically serve the DJ industry. 
Having used a variety of Elite Screens projection surfaces and also several 
Screen Works products, I can say that they are both great manufactur-
ers. Check out their product lines to see what they might have to fill your 
particular projection needs.

WHERE ARE YOU PROJECTING FROM?
Here is where the true professionals rise above the crowd. If you are able, 
I would always recommend using rear projection. The Elite Screens Wraith 
Veil Projection Surface (see review below) that we have used most recently 
has worked well for the large scale events we’ve been doing lately. We 
matched it to our projection hardware in order to have a lot more flexibility 
in setup. I find it hard to believe, but I have actually seen video DJs setting 

up a projector for front projection out in the middle of the dance floor! 
These projectors either couldn’t do a flip on the video like most pro models 
do, or didn’t have a rear projection surface. We come prepared with both 
rear and front projection capability to every event.

As our investment in video equipment continues to grow (both pro-
jectors and screens), I would recommend expanding your video services 
to any DJ company. As Rob Johnson regularly talks about in his “More 
Play More Pay” column, it’s all about getting the gigs that aren’t the usual 
Saturday weddings and school dances! MB
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H
ands down, the leader 

in power conditioning 

in the entertainment 

industry is, and has been for quite 

some time Furman. Whether it’s 

a touring production, a DJ setup, 

or a permanent installations, 

chances are the stacks or racks are 

going to be backed by Furman. 

The name itself gives people a 

warm feeling whenever it graces 

a product, and that’s because the 

legendary products will willingly 

sacrifice themselves for the safety 

of yourself and your toys.

As part of the “classic series,” Furman re-

cently rolled out the PL-Pro DMC which has “mo-

bile DJ” written all over it. (Not literally, although 

that would be cool.) The goal, it seems, with this 

power conditioner was to give DJs the protection 

they need and the features they want, which I will 

get to in a bit.

In my DJ rack, the power conditioner func-

tions as the backbone, and quite possibly works 

the hardest of all my components. Sometimes 

I perform in situations with sketchy power—

whether it be outdoors in the summer at fairs 

(with what always seems to be a community 

power supply, much to my disbelief ) or during 

the school season where larger productions re-

quire the use of a large generator. Either way, the 

voltage can fluctuate in those environments quite 

significantly, potentially causing gig-ending and 

wallet-emptying damage to your equipment. A 

proper power conditioner is designed to protect 

against this, and even act as a shield in extreme 

circumstances of surges.

RACKING UP THE FACTS

The DMC is much the same as other Furman piec-

es in its physical footprint. It is a single rack space 

unit with a weight of 12 pounds. Nine outlets 

in total are provided, with one on the face and 

eight occupying the rear. A unique feature is the 

delegation of three widely spaced outlets for use 

with bulky power warts (for which convenient 

Velcro straps are aslo included).

With the PL-Pro DMC, I luckily did not have 

any major surges or power problems during its 

extended road test. I was, however, immediately 

impressed at the physical length of its power 

cable, which allowed me to have just a single 

power cable from my rack to under my skirted 

table, and eliminated clutter behind my façade. 

And yes, those who have seen the product be-

fore, it is a 20-amp device, which does have its 

few negatives as well as overwhelming positives 

(also more on that later). 

One of my personal favorite features of the 

DMC is its rear BNC lamp outlet which allows 

the user to see the rear connections in the road 

case in a dark venue. Also there are pull-out rail 

LED lights on the front of the unit that provide 

excellent front lighting for use as a DJ rack piece 

as well as effect/amp rack power (illuminate all 

those pretty knobs). These lights are also dim-

mable for total blackouts.

Happily, I can report the unit did very well 

for me. Although vendors and venues alike 

played nice with power during my time with the 

unit, I could tell it was ready to protect me like the 

equipment secret service in the event of a freak 

lightning strike. 

WHAT’S YOUR 20?

As mentioned above, the piece does carry a 

20-amp rating, which for some will serve as a 

negative because they frequent buildings with 

only). To them, I would recommend looking at 

20-amp rating is a blessing, as it alleviates the 

worries of “old-school” power. In fact, most com-

old (and were required to be constructed with 

20-amp receptacles) or have been rewired to ac-

commodate 20-amp receptacles. Either way, the 

DMC allows more headroom for your application 

by allowing you to maximize and monitor your 

power consumption.

Combining Furman’s Multi-Stage protection 

with its linear filtering technology, the PL-Pro 

DMC minimizes audio/video interference via 

power (good-bye ground loop hum). Perhaps the 

most impressive technology present in this unit is 

the Extreme Voltage Shutdown (EVS) system that 

actually powers down the unit (and your gear) 

when the power supply present is extremely un-

stable or compromised. In fact, the unit will alert 

you of any unstable power via diagnostic lights 

located on an LED display that also possesses a 

digital voltmeter/ampmeter that displays true 

current draw and line voltage.

Lastly, I was very impressed with the front 

USB charger/receptacle that allows me to charge 

my phone while at events without taking an AC 

outlet. Pretty much any USB compatible device 

can be charged with the proper cable and the 

outlet is also a perfect place to plug in a USB lamp 

to aim at your mixing board or lighting controller 

next to your rack.

LASTING IMPRESSIONS

In my time with the unit, I thought about why 

people have those warm and fuzzy feelings when 

thinking of Furman. I also thought about the 

times that I had let equipment falter due power 

conditions that I believed to be out of my control. 

Although my time with this particular piece was 

trouble free, it does have the features and skills 

to get DJs out of the financial and safety situation 

that is shaky power. Now I’m starting to get a little 

warm and fuzzy, because Furman has by back...

and has my rack in its hands. 

www.furmansound.com MB

Getting Friendly with Furman
The latest power handling unit from Furman, PL-Pro DMC

just might be a DJ’s best friend

BY MARTI DEBERGI
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Projecting 
a Profit

Quick Glance: 
Elite Screens Wraith Veil Projection Surface

After trying out the Elite Screen series of projection screens in 
the fall of 2007 (as reviewed in Mobile Beat #112, January 2008), 

and using it several times at large outdoor events such as movie 
showings, we decided that 
we needed to bring out a 
truly big screen at our video 
dance parties. Thus we 
purchased a 180” Rear Pro-
jection  Wraith Veil surface 
made by Elite Screens. It was 
well worth the investment. 
The students have been 
amazed at how bright the 
screen is and how massive 
the effect feels, with music 
videos showing 11-plus feet 
tall by 15 feet across.  

www.elitescreens.com

Quick Glance: 
Vivitek Conference Projector

It became time to raise the bar again, and after purchasing several 
Vivitek SLP portable projectors for under $500, as well as doing some 

further research, we decided to invest in a full conference projector from 
a manufacturer that I hadn’t heard of previously. The Vivitek D3355 is a 

fantastic projector, 
and a big boy, 
weighing in at 35 
pounds. In true 
mobile DJ/Boy 
Scout fashion, it 
comes prepared 
with a fail-safe 
dual lamp system; 
when one lamp 
goes out the other 
steps up its game 

a bit and you don’t lose your projection, although it becomes a bit dim-
mer. But dimmer is better than nothing at all!

A contrast ratio of 2500:1 and XGA rating on the video resolution 
makes this a high level projector series, definitely a candidate for a 
DJ’s big event projection needs. As far as inputs, this series will take in 
almost anything (VGA, component, composite, S-video; for audio: stereo 
1/8” and RCA; plus RS-232 and USB control connections). Additionally, it 
can take several different lenses. With the standard zoom lens that came 
with my unit (GR-100), it can do a diagonal of 40” to 300” (that’s 25 FEET). 
This turned out to be one time that going with a not-so-well-known 
brand was a great idea. 

www.vivitekcorp.com


